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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

 How to confirm the condition of the batteries? 

The condition of the batteries of the Central Battery Systems needs to be checked on a regular 
basis. If it appears, that the batteries are in poor condition, their capacity needs to be measured. 
The battery capacity is verified by running a full duration test, according to the standard EN 
50171. 

How to find the product’s manufacturing date? 

The product’s manufacturing date is printed on the type label on the product. Check the type 
label images, and how the information is read, on page 3, Spare Parts of Emergency Lighting 
Products Catalogue. 

Question: How to speed up the order process, or getting answers regarding the 
products? 

Before contacting Teknoware, please find out the product’s product code and manufacturing 
date, from the type sticker. For instructions, see page 3, Spare Parts of Emergency Lighting 
Products Catalogue. 

Is it possible to change only the interior parts of the Emergency or Exit Light? 

Yes. There are batteries, LED circuit boards, diffusers and other spare parts in our selection. 
Some of the Emergency and Exit Lights, using fluorescent lamps, can be updated into long-life 
LED versions, with our LED spare part packages (pages 16-17,  Spare Parts of Emergency Lighting 
Products Catalogue).  

How long do the LEDs last? 

LEDs will dim with age. Nowadays, the typical service life for the LEDs in Exit Lights is 8-12 years. 
The condition of the LED Exit Lights (the pictogram’s luminance, according to standard EN 1838) 
can also be checked visually, but it’s recommended to use a lux meter. If the pictogram is clearly 
dimmed, either the LED circuit board, or the complete Exit Light must be changed. 
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Is it possible to change only the pictogram sticker, if e.g. the Exit Light’s arrow direction 
needs to be changed? 

In case of a pictogram sticker, we recommend buying a new diffuser, with a new pictogram. The 
pictogram sticker’s removal from the diffuser, and/or gluing a new pictogram’s in an old diffuser, 
is not easy, and may not succeed neatly. 

What does external fault mean? 

External Fault means, that the addressable Tapsa Control Central Battery System has noticed one 
or more defective Emergency or Exit Lights, when running a luminaire test. If all the Emergency/
Exit Lights in one luminaire circuit give a fault alarm, it can mean, that also the Change Over 
Module can be defective. 

Why do Central Battery Systems work in back-up mode, even though the network is 
present and the feed fuses are undamaged? 

Check if the automatic battery or luminaire test is on. In that case, the battery system works in 
back-up mode. Other possible reason could be, that the remote control contact is open. This 
can be checked by measuring the DC voltage from the remote control interface (the numbers of 
the remote control interface connector are found in the installation and maintenance guide). The 
voltage should be 0 VDC, if the ring/loop is closed. 

How often do the Central Battery System’s batteries need to be replaced to new ones? 

The batteries need to be replaced to new ones, when the system’s back-up operating time stays 
under the informed duration (typically 1 or 3 hours). Among other things, the conditions of the 
surroundings (high temperature, moisture) have an effect to the service life of the batteries. When 
performing maintenance work, remember to disconnect the battery fuses, so that the batteries do 
not run empty. This way, you will also ensure the safety of your maintenance work. 

What does Internal Fault in a Central Battery System’s display mean? 

Answer: Internal fault means a fault in Central Battery System itself, or in the batteries. Firstly, the 
condition of the batteries needs to be checked. If the batteries are in good condition, the fault 
probably lies in charging of the batteries.


